
 

 

European Movement Azerbaijan: 

The idea to establish the European Movement Azerbaijan was originated in 2004.  In the I Congress held in February 2012, Initiative 

Group with 41 members was established, consequently the President and board members were appointed to serve for 3 years. In 

September 2012 the European Movement Azerbaijan (EM Azerbaijan) became the full member of European Movement International 

(EMI). So, EMAzerbaijan has got right to participate in all activities of EMI and be elected to the Board of EMI.   

EMAzerbaijan was officially registered with the Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Azerbaijan in June 2012.  

EMAzerbaijan has established clubs in 14 regions of Azerbaijan within the project financed by OSCE Baku Office. One of the activities 

that EMAzerbaijan regularly conducts is participating in negotiations on the topic “Role of Civil Society in Peaceful Resolution of 

Azerbaijan-Armenian Nagorno- Karabakh Conflict. 

 

 

 

 

DECLARATİON  

European Movement Azerbaijan (EMA) is an organization that combained its principles in line 

with the universal values. Therefore, EMA actively involved in peace building activities. We are 

one of the concerning side of the platform established by the European Movement International 

with the aim of contributing to Peaceful solution of the Nagorno Kharabakh conflict. Being in 

mind all risk representatives of EMA paid a visit to Armenia in sake of bringing together those 

nations that was separated by the conflict.  We also implemented projects with participation of 

representatives from Armenia, Georgia and Turkey. It’s sufficient to recall our peace and 

confidence building project that we implemented under the sponsorship of the German Marshall 

Fund of the United States (GMF)                 

Sadly to say those forces that make political rhetoric, judgments based on the historical processes 

undermine our endeavors to secure peace and reconciliation. If we characterize historical event 

which happened in the course of World War I as genocide, we will inculcate hostility and 

revange on the Aremnian nation.  In this case we will not be able to ensure peace and stability in 

the region. We are in favor of analyses and assessments made by scholars, not politicians, state 

officials and final decision to be reached based on archive materials. Otherwise, we will have 

nothing but hostility and hate that ultimately will engulf the whole region.  It will also impact 

normalization processes between Turkey and Armenian. 

Since religions are expected to contribute the peace, welfare of human being worldwide, we do 

consider it inappropriate for religious leaders to be part of this procesee. We are indded 

dissapionted on the recent statment of Rome, Pope Francis “generally referred to Armenian 

genocide as the first genocide of the twentieth century.” These sorts of statements serve for the 

deterioration of situation.     

Throughout our activities we avoid to highlight Khojaly genocide and March 31 massacre that 

committed against Azerbaijanis. We think this will negatively influence peaceful settlement of 

the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. We expect the same from European Movement International and 

European Movement Armenia.      
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We condemn all types of crime against humanity regarless of their race and religion. Therefore, 

we call on those who favors peace and reconcilation, to join their efforts in sake of unity, avoid 

making statemnst from the historical perspective, instead to look ahead and work on ensuring 

dilague. 

Taking this opportunity we urge National Councils, Associate Memebers, International 

Associations to join this call. 


